Alfond Residence Complex Application
The Alfond Residence Complex Application is due NO LATER THAN
4:00pm EST on Monday, March 12, 2018, electronically to
housing@colby.edu

PROCESS: In an effort to enhance the Alfond Residence Complex for the
upcoming academic year, the Office of Campus Life has designed an application
for admittance to the Alfond Residence Complex selection for 2018-2019.
Groups of students interested in living in the Alfond Residence Complex must
submit one application PER GROUP. Multiple applications will not be considered.
In the event that multiple applications are submitted, only the first will be
considered. The application serves as admittance into the Alfond Residence
Complex lottery system. Only interested groups who submit COMPLETE
applications will be considered eligible for the Alfond Residence Complex
selection process.
ELIGIBILITY: All seniors of good academic and social standing are eligible to
participate in the Alfond Residence Complex application process once. If you
previously participated in the process, you are considered ineligible. As is
mentioned in the Alfond Agreement, the senior class is determined by the
Registrar, and consists of all 2018J, 2019 and 2020J graduates. Eligible seniors
may participate in ONE application for the Alfond Residence Complex. In the
event that the same person is listed on multiple applications, all the applications
will be considered ineligible for the Alfond Residence Complex selection and be
re-instated in the regular housing selection.
Each apartment group is considered one unit within the Alfond Residence
Complex. If one (or more) of the members of the apartment group decide to opt
for another housing option, all of the members of the apartment group will be
reinstated in the regular housing selection process. If one (or more) of the
members of the apartment group is currently studying abroad, then the remaining
members of the apartment group may act as proxies for the student(s) studying
abroad.

SGA Passed Alford Residency Forfeit Policy
I. Any first-year, sophomore, or junior who commits destructive residence hall
vandalism forfeits their right to live in the Harold and Bibby Alfond Residence
Complex (subsequently referred to as Alfond) senior year, and is subject to the
already existing disciplinary framework.
II. An exception is made if the student turns himself or herself in to a Community
Advisor (C.A.) or representative of Campus Life by 5pm on the day after the
incident. In this case, the student will still be eligible to live in Alfond, but will still
be subject to the already existing disciplinary framework.
III. Students may appeal their exclusion from the Alfond room draw. This appeal
must occur during the student’s junior year, before March 1, for their senior year
draw.
IV. If a student commits destructive residence hall vandalism during their junior
year, after receiving an Alfond apartment for his or her senior year, he or she and
their roommates will forfeit that apartment.
V. As a part of the disciplinary process, a student must be informed that they
have forfeited their privilege to be in the Alfond room draw.

Alfond Apartments Application
I. Please list (print and sign) apartment applicant names below with the
apartment representative (the person we will communicate with) on the first line.
*Students who have been found responsible for residence hall vandalism are not
eligible to live in the Alfond Apartments. (see attached SGA passed policy for
detail)
PRINT

SIGN

1. ___________________________ ______________________________
2. ___________________________ ______________________________
3. ___________________________ ______________________________
4. ___________________________ ______________________________
5. ___________________________ ______________________________
6. ___________________________ ______________________________
II. As a group please write and submit one response to the following three
questions. Your response will be used to determine eligibility for Alfond Room
Selection. Additionally, your responses will be shared with the selection
committee comprised of Campus Life Staff and student leaders to be discussed
and reviewed.
III. If you are applying for the downtown residence hall and Alfond senior
apartments, please share which you would prefer if both applications were
accepted.
Alfond Apartments Application Questions
1. Please reflect on the Alfond Family Foundation mission and share how you will
honor this mission if granted an Alfond Apartment. More info here:
http://www.haroldalfondfoundation.org/index.htm
2. Residence hall vandalism continues to be a challenge in Alfond Apts. How will
you work to ensure that Alfond Apt. community standards and expectations
(including elimination of vandalism) are upheld?

3. Because the Alfond Apartment Complex is one large community, it is important
that each individual room encourage values that support Colby’s Affirmation.
What will you do throughout the year to support the Affirmation in your own
room?
Applications are due to housing@colby.edu on Monday, March 12, 2018 by
4pm EST.

